
Unit Grammar Vocabulary Real life (functions) Pronunciation Listening Reading Critical thinking Speaking Writing

7
work
pages 9–20

prepositions of place 
and movement

present perfect simple

jobs
wordbuilding: suffixes
office equipment
for or since
job satisfaction
word focus: make or do
job adverts

a job interview intrusive /w/
irregular past 

participles

someone talking about 
triplet police officers

a documentary about 
working as a photographer

an interview with an 
engineer

workplace messages 
with instructions

an article about the 
cost of new jobs to 
an area 

an article about 
modern-day cowboys

the author’s opinion giving directions
describing past 

experiences
your opinion of a job

text type: a CV
writing skill: action 

verbs for CVs

Video: Butler school page 18  ReView page 20

8
Technology
pages 21–32

defining relative clauses
zero and first 

conditional

the internet
wordbuilding: verb 

prefixes 
expedition equipment
word focus: have
technology verbs

asking how something 
works

intonation in 
conditional 
sentences

linking

a documentary about the 
importance of technology

a science programme about 
a new invention

an explorer’s blog
an article about 

biomimetics

supporting the main 
argument

problems that 
inventions solved

inventing a new 
robot

planning an 
expedition 

using nature to 
improve designs

text type: a 
paragraph

writing skills: 
connecting 
words; topic 
and supporting 
sentences

Video: wind power page 30  ReView page 32

9
Language 
and learning
pages 33–44

present simple passive
by + agent
past simple passive

education
phrasal verbs
wordbuilding: phrasal 

verbs

describing a process stress in two-
syllable words

stress in phrasal 
verbs

an English teacher talking 
about working in Japan

a radio documentary about 
learning Kung Fu in China

an article about the 
history of writing

an article about saving 
languages

fact or opinion adult education
a general knowledge 

quiz
the author’s opinion

a general 
knowledge quiz

text type: forms
writing skill: 

providing 
the correct 
information

Video: disappearing voices page 42  ReView page 44

10
Travel and 
holidays 
pages 45–56

past perfect simple
subject and object 

questions
-ing / -ed adjectives

holiday words (types of 
holiday, accommodation, 
activities, travel items)

holiday adjectives
wordbuilding: dependent 

prepositions
places in a city

direct and indirect 
questions

’d
number of 

syllables
/ʤə/

an interview with a 
herpetologist

two conversations about 
problems whilst on holiday

an interview with a National 
Geographic tour guide

an article about 
tipping in other 
countries

an article about the 
tunnels in Paris

reading between the 
lines

a holiday or journey 
you remember

planning the holiday 
of a lifetime

a tourist website

a tourist webpage
text type: a formal 

letter
writing skill: formal 

expressions

Video: Living in Venice page 54  ReView page 56

11
History
pages 57–68

used to
reported speech

archaeology
wordbuilding: word roots
say or tell
word focus: set

giving a short 
presentation

/s/ or /z/
pausing

an historian talking about 
Scott’s hut at the Antarctic

an interview with an 
archaeologist

an article about 
moments in space 
history

a biography of Jane 
Goodall

relevance items for a time 
capsule

how we used to live
moments in history
reporting an 

interview
an interview for a 

biography

text type: a 
biography

writing skill: 
punctuation in 
direct speech

Video: The lost city of Machu Picchu page 66  ReView page 68

12
Nature
pages 69–80

any-, every-, no-, some- 
and -thing, -where, 
-one, -body

second conditional
will / might

classification of animals
extreme weather
society and economics
wordbuilding: adjective + 

noun collocations

finding a solution would / ’d
word stress

a nature expert talking 
about how animals 
camouflage themselves

a documentary about a 
photographer

an article about storm 
chasers

a profile on Greenland

close reading promoting your 
region

planning for every 
possibility

predicting your 
country’s future

text type: a press 
release

writing skill: using 
bullet points

Video: Cambodia Animal Rescue page 78  ReView page 80
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